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Abstract- This paper presents a face detection algorithm capable of detecting face(s) without prior training as a face classifier.
The technique employed in developing the algorithm is based on skin segmentation and facial feature extraction of the two
eyes and mouth. Skin segmentation was done in the red, green, blue color space. White balance correction was employed to
correct the change in image temperature that occurs due to change in lighting conditions at the point of acquiring image.
Morphological operations and bounding box were employed to search and extract face region from the segmented skin region.
Facial feature, eyes and mouth, were extracted for final verification of the sensed face using the Laplacian of Gaussian filter
and the isosceles triangle matching rules. The extracted features were used to develop the face detection algorithm. The
developed algorithm was evaluated using random images taken under different lighting conditions. Furthermore, the efficiency
of the developed face detection algorithm was evaluated using a standard face detection image database. The result obtained
shows that the developed face detection algorithm performed satisfactorily well with 81.37% detection accuracy. Furthermore,
the results obtained from the performance evaluation of the developed face detection for this study has shown it clearly that
accuracy detection of dissimilar faces in images with complex background is possible and attainable.
Keywords Face detection, face detection methods, skin segmentation, morphological operations, isosceles triangle matching.

1. Introduction
In image processing, in image processing, one of the
current research areas is automatic face detection. Interest in
automatic face detection is increasing on daily basis because
of countless applications that require the application of
automatic face detection as a cornerstone for series of
applications revolving around automatic facial image
analysis [1]. For instance, as reported in [2], it is being used
in applications such as authentication, attendance system and
electronic passport. In addition, as reported in [2], it has also
been used in a new naked-eye auto-stereoscopic display
which requires accurate human face and eye locations.
According to [1], face detection is also the initial step
towards most of the modern vision-based human-computer
and human-robot interaction systems. Basically, face
detection in real-world is one of the visual tasks that human
beings can do effortlessly. However, in computer vision,

human faces detection is a challenging task for computers.
This is because human faces are not easy to model as face
modeling according to [3] requires accounting for all
possible appearance variations caused by changes in scale,
location, orientation, pose, facial expression, lighting
conditions and partial occlusions.
Tactically, the main task of face detection system or
algorithm is to determine whether or not a face exists in a
given image. Hence, according to [4], face detection is
defined as a process of determining whether a face is present
or not in a scanned or digitalized photo, an image or a video,
and reporting the location of each face(s) if there are any. It
is the first step of automatic system that analyzes the
information contained in faces. Face detection plays an
important role in success of any face processing system.
Often, face recognition systems work by applying a face
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detector to locate the face, and then apply a separate
recognition algorithm to identify the face [5].
Basically, process of automatic human face recognition
is one of the most difficult and important areas in computer
vision and pattern recognition. It is as a security mechanism
being used in replacing metal key, plastic card, and password
or PIN number. However, most face recognition systems or
algorithms require the input face to be free of background,
that is, to be separated from the entire image. Therefore, a
successful face detection process is essential in enabling
successful face recognition task. If we do not have a
successful face detection method, we cannot develop a
successful face recognition system [6]. Therefore, face
detection process should not be treated merely as a
preprocessing of a face recognition system or other computer
vision process; rather, it should be treated with the same
importance as the other computer vision problems.
Conventionally, according to [7-10] face detection
techniques or methods are classified into four classes:
knowledge-based methods, feature invariant methods,
template matching methods, and appearance-based methods.
In knowledge-based methods, human knowledge of typical
face geometry and arrangement of facial features are usually
employed. In this method, facial features in an input image
are first extracted, which aids face candidate’s identification
based on coded rules. On the other hand, in feature invariant
methods, structural features that exist in the face, such as
facial local features, texture, shape, and skin color, are
usually targeted and use to locate faces [5]. In template
matching methods, a standard face pattern is usually
parameterized by a function. Hence, this method involves
computation of the correlation values between the standard
pattern and an input image. While face detection algorithms
based on template matching methods depend on a predefined template to function, appearance-based face
detection algorithms learn from examples in images. In this
face detection method; face detection is usually view as a
pattern classification problem with two subsets: face and
non-face.
Based on these four methods, a lots of face detection
algorithms have been developed. Similarly, in detecting face,
various skin color based algorithms have been developed.
The adoption of skin color based algorithm is based on the
fact that color is an important feature of human faces [11].
According to [11], using skin color as a feature for locating a
face has diverse advantages. One of these advantages,
according to [12], is the fact that color processing is faster
than other facial features processing. In this paper, a skin
color segmentation based on feature invariant face detection
approach to extract the skin areas in single image was
employed. The method works by checking the pixels in order
to categories pixels into skin and non-skin. The rule
governing the pixel’s classification employed is stated in
Section 3. For sequential and logical presentation of the
study presented in this paper, the rest of this paper is
structured as follows. Section 2 presents review on related
work on face detection algorithms. In Section 3, detailed
information on the procedures involved in developing the
face detection algorithm for this study is presented. The

performance evaluations result of developed face detection
algorithm for this study is presented and discussed in Section
4. The paper is finally concluded in Section 5.
2. Related Work
There are many researches on face detection using
different methods that have been carried out over the years.
Those that were centered on skin segmentation in detecting
faces in images are reviewed in this section. In [13], skin like
pixel was detected using evolutionary agents. In the study
face like regions were segmented from the skin-like pixel by
activating the evolutionary behavior of the agents. Then
wavelet decomposition was applied to each region to detect
the possible facial features and a three-layer back
propagation neural network (BPNN) was used to detect eyes
among the features. Similarly, in [11], facial feature was used
to detect faces. Skin like region was first segmented using a
combination of color space. Eyes and mouth were then
extracted using principal component analysis on the detected
skin like region. Likewise, in [14], segmented skin like
region with the Hue saturation value color space were
employed. Feature vector of the segmented skin like region
was calculated with two dimensional discrete cosine
transform. BPNN was used to classify the feature vectors
that belong to skin like regions. Similarly, authors of
Reference [15] also performed skin color segmentation for
skin like regions using the Luminance-Blue Chroma
Difference Red Chroma Difference (YCbCr) color space and
possible faces were found using Linear Support Vector
Machine (SVM). For final verification of face, eyes and
mouth are verified using the information gotten from Cb and
Cr. They found eye and mouth via the difference in value of
Cb and Cr. For eye region; Cb  Cr and for mouth region;
Cb  Cr , where Cb is the value of Blue Difference Chroma
and Cr is the value of Red Difference Chroma. Likewise,
authors of Reference [16] also performed segmented skin
like regions using the Luminance-Blue Luminance
Difference-Red Luminance Difference (YUV) color space to
decrease computational time when using the window
scanning technique. The window just scans the segmented
region instead of scanning the whole image. The segmented
skin like regions is sent to BPNN to find face candidates.
The authors in [16] carried out the final verification of face
using Bayesian Decision
Aping et al (2010), [17], modeled skin color in the
elliptical region using Cb and Cr channel in YCbCr color
space. Skin like regions are segmented if the color values are
clustered inside the elliptic region. Face is verified by using
template matching. Li et al (2010), [18], performed skin
color segmentation with the threshold values of Cb, Cr,
normalized r and normalized g. Faces are then selected from
the skin like region based on the following criteria; bounding
box ratio, ratio of area inside and area bounding box, and
minimum area of the region. The final verification is done by
combining the results from skin like region with AdaBoost.
In most of these algorithms, two profound costly
assumptions are usually made by the developers [19]. The
first assumption according to [19] is to assume the
availability of frontal faces of similar sizes, which in reality
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is not generally true due to varied nature of face appearance
and environmental conditions. The second assumption
usually made by those developers has observed by [19] is
that the exclusion of background in their images is necessary
for reliable face detection. However, in most situations, a
face could occur in a complex background hence making this
assumption invalid. Similarly, most of the developed face
detection algorithms described requires the algorithms to be
trained first as a face classifier. This training takes several
hours or even days to obtain accurate result. Although some
face detector or algorithms only needs to be trained once to
obtain the trained data, if the trained data is lost or damaged
this time consuming training process have to be carried out
all over again. These observed disadvantages necessitate the
development of the face detection algorithm developed in
this study using feature invariant approach. The method
employed in this study detects faces without prior training of
the developed face detection algorithm as a face classifier.
This is done to save time that would have been consumed in
training the algorithm as well as reducing the algorithm
computational complexity. The step-by-step approach in
developing the face detection algorithm for this study is
presented in next section.

channel values information
expression presented in [20];

Grayav 

using

the

mathematical

K Rav  Gav  Bav 
3

(1)

Input Image
White Color Balance
Skin Segmentation
Logical AND Operation
Morphological Operations
Face Finding

3. Developed Face Detection Procedural Stages
In developing the face detection algorithm for this study,
whose goal is to detect the presence of faces in an image, the
activities involved were divided into: white balance
correction performance, segmentation of skin color in the
red, green, blue (RGB) color space, logical ‘and’ operations,
morphological operations and application of bounding box,
face detection verification by extracting the facial feature of
eyes and mouth, and application of isosceles triangle
matching rules. The flow of the all activities in the
framework is shown in Fig. 1. Detailed information on each
stage involved in developing the face detection algorithm for
this study as well as the results obtained in some stages,
where appropriate, are presented and discussed for more
clarification in the following subsections.

Facial Feature Extraction
Face Detection
Fig. 1. The framework of the developed face detection.

The obtained average gray value is then used to calculate
an adjustment parameter for each color channel using the
following relationships;

KR 

Grayav
Rav

(2)

KG 
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KB 
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(4)

3.1 White Balance Correction
This is the first stage involved in developing the face
detection algorithm for this study. The white balance
correction was performed to correct variation in white
balance of the image as a result of differences in illumination
conditions of the environment where an image is acquired,
which might cause some non-skin region look like skin
region. Therefore, it is important to correct the white balance
of input image before segmentation is performed. Also, it is
important to carry out white balance correction process
before segmentation because it enhances the production of
good output of skin color and improves the overall detection
rate.
The white balance correction was performed as follows:
The average value of red channel (Rav), green channel (Gav),
and blue channel (Bav) of image is first obtained. The average
gray value of the image is then calculated from the obtained

where KR, KG and KB are the adjustment parameters for red,
green and blue channels respectively. The adjustment
parameter that is obtained is used to generate a new image,
New (I), from original image, Org (I), using the relationships
presented in [20];

NewR  KR  OrgR
NewG   KR  OrgG 

(5)
(6)
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NewB  KR  OrgB

(7)

Typical original input image and the resulting image after
white balance correction in this study is shown in Fig. 2a and
Fig. 2b respectively.

step is important because only the segmented skin region is
searched while searching for face. It therefore helps in
reducing computational time in face detection algorithm
development. In developing the face detection algorithm for
this study, the RGB color space technique was used in
describing skin color. The skin segmentation was performed
based on the rules for skin segmentation in RGB space
reported in [5,21], which is defined as;





 skin,
pixel  



non  skin


R  95 and G  40
and B  20 and
maxR, G, B 

maxR, G, B  15

(8)

R  G  15 and R  G
and R.  B
otherwise

The parameters R, G and B are the red, green and blue
channel value of the color pixel of image. If the pixel
satisfies the conditions stated in (Eq. 8), it is regarded as skin
color and binary image is formed, thus the algorithm moves
to the next stage.
(a)
Fig. 2a. Original input image.

3.3 Logical AND Operation
The logical ‘AND’ operation is the third stage involved
in developing the face detection algorithm for this study. The
stage is essentials for two reasons: (i) to eliminate generated
unwanted skin color like region that occasionally occurs
during white balance correction from both the segmented
original image and segmented; and (ii) to extract the final
skin image. Fig. 3 shows the final skin image obtained from
the logical AND operation performed on the original and
white balance corrected image in this study.
3.4 Morphological Operations

(b)
Fig. 2b. White balance correction image.
3.2 Skin Segmentation

Morphological operations are the fourth stage involved
in developing the face detection algorithm for this study.
Morphology, according to [22], is a broad set of image
processing operation that process images based on shapes. Its
objective is to transform the images into simpler ones by
removing irrelevant information while essential shapes of the
images are reserved. Thus, it helps in enhancing the image so
as to make face finding in the image easy.
The
morphological operation applied at this stage in this study is
the morphological closing operation. The closing operation
merges gaps and fills holes. The morphological closing
operation is achieved by applying dilation and erosion
operation using the same structural element. According to
[23], while dilation adds pixels to the boundaries of objects
in an image, erosion removes pixels on object boundaries.
After the successful completion of the stage, the face finding
stage was carried out.

Skin color segmentation is the second step involved in
developing the face detection algorithm for this study. This
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Fig. 3. Segmented skin region image.

Fig. 4a. Bounding box on the face region.

3.5 Face Finding
Face finding is the fifth stage in the development of face
detection for this study. The stage is the next stage after
morphological operations, which is to analyze all the skin
regions to determine if it is a face region or not. Every skin
region is labeled as shown in Fig. 4a. On each label two
conditions are considered to select a region to be a face
region. The first condition is the ratio of bounding box
covering each label. This ratio, which is defined as the width
over the height of the bounding box, must lie between 0.6
and 1.2. This is in accordance with [24] that states that the
ratio of width to height of the region of interest is usually 1.
The other condition is to cover some gaps inside the region
in order to distinguish the face from the other body part such
as hand as segmentation on hand will have no gaps which
makes it different from face. Based on these two conditions,
the face region is selected and is extracted from the input
image with the bounding box as shown in Fig. 4b. The
extracted face is then sent to the facial feature extraction
stage for final verification of face.
3.6 Face Feature Extraction
This is the sixth and last stage of the algorithm
development. Facial features are significant features of the
face. Examples of facial features are eyes, eyebrows, nose,
lips, mouth, cheek, etc. In this study, the facial features that
were extracted are the two eyes and the mouth. Laplacian of
Gaussian (LoG) filter was applied to enhance the image. The
essence of the filtering process is to define the features to be
extracted as well as detecting edges so as to properly separate
the region of interest from the background.

(b)
Fig. 4b. Face region from bounding box.
The Laplacian of Gaussian combines Gaussian filter with
Laplacian for edge detection. The Laplacian detects the edge
point of the image by finding the zero crossing of the second
derivative of the image intensity. However, because the
second derivatives are very sensitive to noise, there is the
need for Gaussian filter to swipe away noise before filtering.
Since LoG filter is linear, the two constituent filters
(Gaussian and Laplacian) can be applied separately. The
operation can be performed by convolving the image with a
Gaussian smoothening filter and then computing the
Laplacian of the result using mathematical expression in (Eq.
9);

Lx, y   Gx. y   f x, y 

(9)
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where L, G and f are the Laplacian, Gaussian and Image
respectively. The result of the filtering operation of a found
face region is shown in Fig. 5.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Found face region (b) LoG filtered image.
The application of the LoG filter helps to define facial
features properly. With this, the facial feature of eyes and
mouth can be extracted. The image resulting from the LoG
filter is divided into three regions of right (R), left (L) and
down (D) regions as shown in Fig. 6. The right eye is
detected in the right region and the left eye in the left region
by using the following criteria according to [25];
(i) The X position of right eye should be in region of
0.125  width to 0.405  width ;
(ii) The X position of left eye should be in region of
0.585  width to 0.865  width ;
(iii) The Y position of left eye and right eye should be
less than 0.5  height ;
(iv) Area should be greater than 100 pixel square; and
(v) Bounding box ratio of label should be in the region
of 1.2 to 4
where width in the criteria denotes the width of the face
image and height denotes height of face image [25].
If a label in the right region satisfies criteria (i), (iii), (iv)
and (v), it is selected to be a right eye. Similarly, if a label in
the left region satisfies criteria (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) then it is
selected to be the left eye. If right eye and left eye is selected
successfully, mouth can be selected using the isosceles
triangle matching rule. According to [26], the two eyes and
mouth generate an isosceles triangle and also the distance
between the two eyes and the midpoint of the eyes to mouth
are equal. Any component of the down region can pass for
mouth candidate. Therefore, to find mouth the following
steps were taken.

Fig. 6. Division of filtered image into three regions.
If a label in the right region satisfies criteria (i), (iii), (iv)
and (v), it is selected to be a right eye. Similarly, if a label in
the left region satisfies criteria (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) then it is
selected to be the left eye. If right eye and left eye is selected
successfully, mouth can be selected using the isosceles
triangle matching rule. According to [26], the two eyes and
mouth generate an isosceles triangle and also the distance
between the two eyes and the midpoint of the eyes to mouth
are equal. Any component of the down region can pass for
mouth candidate. Therefore, to find mouth the following
steps were taken.
Euclidean distance of right eye to a possible mouth (Rx)
and Euclidean distance of left eye to a possible mouth (Lx) is
calculated. Euclidean distance between the midpoint of eyes
and the possible mouth (Mx) is calculated and lastly
Euclidean distance between the two eyes (Ex) is also
calculated. From the calculated distance, the mouth was
found by determining the absolute difference between Rx and
Lx. and the absolute difference between Ex and Mx. The sum
of the two differences is used in determining the total error
Te using the mathematical expressions in (10), (11) and (12)
respectively.

d1  R x  Lx

(10)

d1  E x  M x

(11)

Te  d1  d 2

(12)

d1 and d 2 are the absolute differences between
Rx and Lx and Ex and M x respectively. If the values

where

d1 and d 2 are less than 0.25 of the Euclidean distance
between the two eyes K Ex  , then the component is
of

possibly a mouth. The component with the minimum total
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error

K Te  is selected as mouth. If mouth is found it

means the facial features, eyes and mouth which are the
required features to be extracted has been found. On the basis
of the found facial features, verified face image is extracted.
Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b show the isosceles matching of the two
eyes and mouth on the image and the extracted final image
obtained respectively.

4. Developed Face Detection Algorithm Performance
Evaluation
After the successful development of the face detection
algorithm, its performance evaluation was carried out. In
order to present and discuss the performance evaluation of
the developed face detection algorithm satisfactorily, this
section is divided into two subsections. In the first
subsection, the actual detection accuracy of the algorithm
was evaluated using three different performance indices. In
the second subsection, the comparative performance
evaluation of the developed algorithm was carried out by
comparing its result with other related studies in the surveyed
literature.
4.1 Developed Algorithm Detection Accuracy Evaluation

(a)
Fig. 7a. Extraction of facial feature.

The developed algorithm’s detection accuracy
performance evaluation was conducted using the Bao face
database. The database contains a total of 370 color images.
149 of the images contain just one person while the
remaining 221 contain more than one person. The primary
purpose of the database is for measuring face detection
algorithm. Images in this database were taken under
uncontrolled conditions; i.e. uncontrolled illumination,
varying pose, different facial expression for both outdoor and
indoor images. From this database 102 images were selected
randomly to evaluate the performance of the algorithm.
Images were also selected randomly to test the performance
of the algorithm using the following parameters: true positive
(TP), which are the total numbers of faces correctly detected
as faces, true negative (TN), which are the total numbers of
non-faces correctly detected as non-faces and false positive
(FP), which are the total numbers of non-faces wrongly
detected as face. The performance indices employed in
evaluating the developed algorithm are the correct detection
rate (CDR), miss rate (MR) and false detection rate (FDR).
In estimating the performance indices, the mathematical
expression used are as follows;

CDR 
MR 

TN
 100%
TF

FPR 
Morphological The logical ‘AND’

TP
 100%
TF

FP
 100%
TF

(13)

(14)

(15)

where TF is the total number of faces. The result of the
measured detection accuracy for the developed algorithm is
presented in Table 1.

(b)
Fig. 7b. Detected face image.
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Table 1. Detection rate accuracy result
Image used

Number
of image

Without white balance correction
CDR (%)
MR (%)
FPR (%)

With white balance correction
CDR (%)
MR (%)
FPR (%)

Bao-Database

102

71.57

28.43

2.94

81.37

18.62

2.94

Selected
Random Image

15

73.33

26.67

0.00

80.00

20.00

0.00

Table 1 shows the correct detection rate, miss rate and
false positive rate for the developed algorithm with and
without white balance correction. The Table shows that with
white balance correction, the detection rate of the algorithm
improves from 71.57% when there was no white balance
correction to 81.37% when there was white balance
correction for the Bao database. Similarly, for the images
taken at random, there was an increase in detection rate from
73.33% to 80% when there was no white balance correction
and when there was white balance correction respectively.
The overall result shows that the developed algorithm
performs satisfactory well with an average correct detection
rate that is over 70.0% with and without white balance
correction.
In addition, the detection accuracy of the developed
algorithm for this study was further evaluated using a group
photograph from Bao-database that consists of dissimilar
frontal face sizes as well as complex background as shown in
Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b. The obtained results of the face finding
and face feature extraction analyses and typical isosceles
checking as well as some typical faces detected when Fig. 8a
and Fig. 8b were used to evaluate the performance of the
developed algorithm are shown in Fig. 9a-d. Three out of the
images in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b were selected for final analysis
in Fig. 9c and Fig. 9d because of space.

The results show that the developed algorithm is able to
detect each of the faces despite the fact that they are of
dissimilar frontal face sizes. Similarly, critical analysis of
Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b show that the developed algorithm is
capability of distinguishing faces from non-faces in an image
with complex background. This capability also shows that
occurrence of face(s) in a complex background has no
negative impact on the detection accuracy of the developed
face detection algorithm for this study.

(a)
Fig. 9a. Face finding result for Fig. 8a.

(b)
Fig. 9b. Face finding result from Fig. 8b.
(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Original images with complex background.

(c)
Fig. 9c. Some selected face feature results from Fig. 9a and
Fig. 9b.
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in the comparative performance evaluation outperform the
present work while the present work outperforms the third
reference study. Comparing the detection rate of the
developed algorithm in this study with corresponding
detection rates in the reference studies show that the
algorithm developed in this study performs relatively well
with similar studies in the surveyed literature
(d)
Fig. 9d. Some Detected faces Fig. 9c.
4.1 Developed
Evaluation

Algorithm

Comparative

Performance

In order to further evaluate the performance of the
developed face detection algorithm, results obtained from it
were compared with similar face detection algorithm
developed using the same Bao database for testing. The
direct comparison of the present work with other similar
studies in the surveyed literature is presented in Table 2. The
choice of the reference studies, [9,27,28] were characterized
by using the same Baodatabase for the evaluation however,
the reference studies employed different features and
methods. The result of the comparative performance
evaluation shows that only two out of the three studies used

Furthermore, the performance of the developed
algorithm for this study was further evaluated by comparing
its computational time with other similar studies in literature.
The results of the computational time taken for another three
different algorithms on face detection in literature were
compared with the computational time taken for the
algorithm developed in this study. Although, the processors
and the memories of the systems used in running those
algorithms differ, the result of the computational time taken
presented in Table 3 shows that the algorithm developed in
this study has a lesser computational time taken of 2.46
seconds. The comparative computational time taken result
shows that the algorithm developed for this study
outperforms others despite the fact that it has the largest
image size compared with reference studies in literature. This
significant advantage is as a result of the fact that the
algorithm for this study does not work as a classifier.

Table 2. Comparative detection result of the present work and other published studies
Reference Author(s)
Erdem et al (2011) [9]
See et al (2013) [27]
Khammari
and
Chemesse (2013) [28]
Developed Algorithm

Feature and method employed
Haar features and skin colour base
classifier
Skin segmentation and edge
detection
Neural Network and Gaussian
model
Skin segmentation and facial
feature extraction

Testing Database
Bao database

Detection rate (%)
88.48

Bao database

84.70

Bao database

77.47

Bao database

81.37

Table 3. Comparative result of computational time of the present work and others
Author(s)

Method Applied

Rowley et al (1999) [29]

Neutral Network Based Face
Detection
Skin segmentation and edge detection

320 by 240

5.00

352 by 288

4.00

Mohammed et al (2008) [31]

Neural Network and Gaussian model

63 by 180 to 200
by 219

5.00

Developed Algorithm

Skin segmentation and facial feature
extraction

189 by 219 to
320 by 408

2.00

Garcia and Delakis
[30]

(2002)

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have successfully developed a face
detection algorithm that utilizes skin segmentation and facial
feature extraction method to decrease high FDR in face
detection algorithms. Similarly, we also employed white
balance correction to correct any change in image
temperature at the point of acquiring image in order to

Image
Range

Size

Average Time
(second)

improve the result of skin segmentation and the overall
detection rate of the algorithm. In addition, the face
detection algorithm for this study was developed without
being trained as a classifier, which has considerably, reduces
the computation complexity of the developed face detection
algorithm in this study. Furthermore, the performance
evaluation of the developed algorithm using Bao database,
which is a standard face image detection database, shows
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that the developed algorithm performs satisfactorily well with
relatively high CDR. Typical results of the performance
evaluation of the developed algorithm shows that the
developed algorithm performed satisfactorily well with
81.37% detection rate. Furthermore, the comparative
performance evaluation test carried out on the developed
algorithm shows that the developed algorithm performs
favorably well with other algorithms in literature with better
computational time.
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